Abstract: Arrays of asymmetric pentamers are designed and fabricated with an offset of the central nano-disk position to study the effect of symmetry breaking in pentamers. It is found that while planar symmetric oligomers can exhibit a single Fano Resonance (FR), an offset of the central nano-disk at a controlled gap of 3 nm from the nearest neighbor nano-disk, gives rise to the appearance of an additional dark mode that can potentially be used in localized surface plasmon resonance sensing. It is shown that this mode leads to the appearance of the second FR in the same spectrum. The simulation results are in a good agreement with experimental data. Furthermore, it is found that unique near-field energy distribution in the asymmetric pentamers can be well tuned to be localized at one, two or three of the four subwavelength gaps of the pentamer selectively by only changing the polarization orientation of a single light source. 
Introduction
Recent advancements in nano-fabrication and nano-optical characterization and improvements in full-field computational electromagnetics, have provided rich opportunities to study the near surface collective electronic oscillations known as surface plasmons [1] . Many novel optical properties of plasmonic nano-structures are a result of the interaction among plasmons arising from different individual components of the nano-structures [2, 3] . Several studies have been recently undertaken to investigate the effect of the perturbations, such as symmetry breaking [4, 5] and mismatched nano-particles pairs [4] , which lead to a destructive interference among plasmon modes attributed to new phenomena like electromagnetically induced transparency [6] and Fano Resonance (FR) [7] . In contrast to the Lorentzian resonance, FR exhibits a distinctly asymmetric spectrum shape which is highly sensitive to many disordering factors, such as variation in geometries, dielectric environment and polarization excitation [7] . These inherent sensitivities have spurred interest in coupled symmetrical structures, which provides a higher sensitivity optical response than uncoupled plasmonic structures [8] . Recently planar symmetric oligomers, such as quadrumers [9, 10] , pentamers [11] and heptamers [8, 12] have shown to exhibit a single FR at normal light incidence. The reason for the FR emergence in such structures is attributed to the destructive interference among the anti-parallel dipolar modes [11, 13] rather than the excitation of highorder modes [8] . Hence in the planar symmetric oligomers, the pronounced FR is more readily to be achieved than asymmetric structures [10, 11] . Furthermore, the effects of the disk size, geometry and local dielectric environment on the FR in some oligomers, such as heptamers, were studied as well [9] . Moreover, the effect of the symmetry breaking in the heptamers was also considered. It has been shown that the removal of one of the peripheral disks of a heptamer can result in a shift of FR position [9] , and the displacement in the central disk position can lead to the emergence of a new FR while the first FR is diminished [14] .
In this work, the effect of the geometrical symmetry breaking on the optical properties of the pentamers is investigated. While it was recently shown that among oligomers, pentamers can exhibit higher contrast FR [11] , the contribution of the central nano-disk of a pentamer to the FR behavior is revealed by physically offsetting its central nano-disk in this paper. It leads to a better understanding of the nature of electromagnetic coupling in pentamers which could find remarkable potential applications for localized surface plasmon resonance bio-chemical sensing. It is established with a high controlled offset of the position of the central nano-disk, for only 3 nm gap with the nearest neighbor disk. It is shown that an additional FR as well as unique spatial energy distribution appear with this disks arrangement. While these bi-FRs' spectra in the asymmetric pentamer can find potential applications in bio-chemical detection [8] , the subwavelength dynamic localization of electromagnetic intensity on the nanometer scale gaps can overcome the spatial restriction of conventional optics as well. It is an extension of the optical trapping of nanoparticles at very small gaps of plasmonic dipole antennas [15] and selective trapping in a patterned plasmonic landscape [16] . As compared to the asymmetric heptamers, this selective energy distribution provides a number of potential applications in nano-lithography [17] , nonlinear spectroscopy [18] , optical information processing such as optical modeling and switching [19] and other research fields in which optical investigations are carried out with high spatial resolution.
Experimental
The nano-structures were fabricated by the electron beam lithography (Elonix 100KV EBL system) on silicon substrates with 100 nm 2 SiO on the surface. Firstly, 3 nm thick Ti film was deposited by e-beam evaporation (EB03 BOC Edwards) on the substrates to increase the adhesion between Au and substrates. Then a 50 nm Au film was evaporated on the Ti film. Subsequently a negative resist, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), was spin coated. After exposure and development, the nano-structures on the electro-resist were transferred down to the metallic films by ion milling. In this work, three types of pentamers are designed and fabricated. To characterize the fabricated samples, UV-Vis-NIR micro-spectrophotometer (CRAIC QDI 2010 based on a Leica DMR microscope) was used for the spectrum measurement. A normally incident light with linear polarization was applied to excite the nano-structures. Simulated spectra were obtained by a three-dimensional finite-difference time domain technique (FDTD) in the wavelength range of 300 ~1000 nm.
Results and discussion
The designed and fabricated pentamers, accompanied by corresponding simulation and experimental reflection spectra are shown in Fig In Fig. 1(d) , the Fano-line shape in the reflection spectra of Type I pentamer can be observed to be in good agreement between the simulation and characterization, apart from a small shift which is due to the absence of substrate in the simulation. As can be seen in the simulation spectrum of the Type I pentamer, the full width half maximum (FWHM) of Fano dip is around 100nm. Previous studies on symmetric pentamers [11] reveal that super-radiant mode in the pentamers occurs when the plasmons of all the disks oscillate in phase, while the sub-radiant mode becomes apparent as the opposite anti-parallel dipolar moments appear. The Fano-line shape as the result of the existence of these two modes can be seen in the experimental reflection spectrum of the fabricated Type I pentamer at ~650 nm. It is worth mentioning that the peak position of the super-radiant mode cannot be exactly determined from the spectrum due to the presence of the resonance dip. Therefore, it can be concluded that the FR comes to existence when these opposite dipolar plasmons, arising from the individual components, lead to the destructive interference between the super-radiant and subradiant modes [11] . Interestingly the second FR in the same reflection spectrum appears when an offset is applied to the central nano-disk with respect to the other four surrounding nano-disks. However, because of very small inter-particle gaps in Type II and Type III pentamers, the fabrication defects such as surface roughness and size distributions, affect the experimental measurements leading to the inevitable noise in experimental results. Figures 1(b) and 1(e) show the SEM image of Type II pentamers and corresponding measured and simulated reflection spectra. For the better observation of the second FR, the experimental and simulation results of the reflection spectra are shown in the wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm. Small change in the reflection spectra of Type II pentamer can be observed in Fig. 1(e) at a wavelength of ~600 nm, but the second FR is more obvious in Type III pentamer, where a bigger offset of the central disk is applied. Figure 1(c) shows the SEM image of the periodic pattern Type III pentamers and Fig. 1(f) reveals the corresponding reflection spectra in which the second Fano-line shape appears at ~580nm with a FWHM of around 50 nm in simulation results. In order to study the characteristics of this second FR, the charge distribution and far-field scattering spectra are calculated. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the charge distribution of Type III pentamer at the wavelengths of 650 nm and 580 nm, respectively. 650 nm is the wavelength in which the condition of the significant destructive interference between the subradiant and super-radiant modes is sufficiently fulfilled and subsequently the first FR occurs. The charge distribution shown in Fig. 2(a) reveals that compared to the symmetric pentamer [11] , the Type III pentamer exhibits net anti-parallel collective dipole modes at ~650 nm, as long as the gap among disks exists. This plot shows the configuration of these anti-parallel modes of disks A, E and C oscillate in the opposite phase with respect to disks B and D. The ratio between the opposing phase oscillating plasmons is kept as a constant of 2/3 [11] . Figure  2(b) shows the charge distribution of Type III pentamer at the wavelength of 580 nm. As the plot reveals, in this wavelength the charges inside the disk C are not well distributed with respect to the other disks, although the gap between disks C and E is much smaller than the gap between disks A and E. Meanwhile, disks B and D still exhibit dipolar charge distribution similar to the first FR charge distribution pattern. The charge density plotted in Fig. 2(b) is comparable with recently investigated quadrumers [9] , in which Fano-like interference was characterized by the narrow dip in the scattering spectrum due to the anti-parallel dipoles. In this case, the Fano minimum shows only the dark mode, which leads to resonant energy storage in this mode and suppression of the bright mode. It can be seen from Fig. 2(b) that the net dipole moment of the pentamer unit cell is small because the dipoles of the disks A and E are oriented oppositely to the disks B and D. As a result, the scattered fields from the pentamer interfere destructively and the mode becomes sub-radiant. As shown previously in Fig. 2(a) , the super-radiant mode in the pentamer totally disappears when reflection spectrum experiences its dip [8, 11, 12] at ~650 nm. In other words, all disks in the pentamer should experience a net mixture of both sub-radiant and super-radiant modes at 580 nm. But as a result of symmetry breaking in pentamers, the new dark sub-radiant mode happens among this mixture of sub-radiant and super-radiant modes, leading to the appearance of the second FR.
It is well known that the dark mode exhibits extremely high sensitivity to the incident light, where small variations in its wavelength can change far-field forward and backward scattering spectra differently [20, 21] . Figure 2(c) shows the calculated far-field backward and forward scattering profiles for Types I, II and III pentamers, respectively which can be explained by using the Mie solution [22] . The spectra were calculated at precisely 0 and 180 degrees with respect to the wave vector which is perpendicular to the substrate. After applying the offset of the central disk position, the backward far-field scattering is amplified while the forward far-field scattering does not experience a big difference. This trend can be observed clearly in the far-field scattering spectrum from 580 nm to 650 nm, where the symmetry breaking leads to an additional interference between the forward and the backward scattering [20, 21] . The effect of the offset induces a small change in the forward and backward scattering spectra at the wavelength of 580 nm for Type II pentamer and subsequently more obvious for Type III pentamer where, upon to the symmetry breaking, new sub-radiant mode gives rise to the second Fano interference at ~580 nm. Keeping in mind that symmetry breaking in pentamers leads to the emergence of the second FR only with x-polarized light and the optical properties of asymmetric pentamers are polarization-dependent unlike the symmetric pentamers which are polarization-independent [11] .
An analogous of the optical responses to the mass-spring model is one more way to prove the existence of the second FR in plasmonic systems. Figure 2(d) shows the comparison between the extinction spectrum of pentamer Type III, simulated by Lumerical FDTD at xpolarized normal incidence and the power extinction of the oscillator system calculated by the motion equations of 4 coupled interacting oscillator model. This model is a simplified model of the spring-mass model consisting of five coupled interacting oscillators, which can reproduce the optical responses of the pentamer Type III. The simplified 3 coupled interacting oscillators model has been used to demonstrate the emergence of the first FR in symmetric pentamers recently [11] . The similar coupling among disks A and C with respect to disk E, as well as disks B and D with respect to disk E in symmetric pentamers, allowed that system to be simplified from 5 oscillators to 3 oscillators [11] . But in Type II and III pentamers, the coupling among disks A and C with respect to disk E are different because of different interdisk distances. However the interaction among disks B and D with respect to disk E are still similar. Thus 4 interacting oscillators are established from the mass-spring modeling. In this system, 3 blue oscillators represent 4 outer disks in analogous asymmetric pentamers and red oscillator represents the central disk. Since the surrounding disks are responsible for bright mode exhibition in such optical systems, all blue oscillators are driven by harmonic force F(t). The good agreement between mass-spring calculated and FDTD simulated extinction spectra shown in Fig. 2(d) demonstrates clearly hybridized plasmon modes attributing to twin FRs appearance in both systems.
More interestingly, there is an unique capability for Type III pentamer to localize the nearfield energy selectively. It is found that the polarization orientation can flexibly tune the localization of the near-field energy. Figure 3 shows the calculated near-field energy intensity distribution in Type III pentamer at the normal incidence of a single light source at the wavelength of 700 nm for various polarizations. Figure 3(a) shows that when the structure is illuminated by the x-polarized light, energy localization can be achieved in the 3 nm gap between the central disk E and disk C, while the interaction between the central disk C and disk A experiences the minimum amount of the stored energy at this wavelength. Figure 3(b) shows the effect of the y-polarized light on the localization of the energy. In this case, all the energy is stored at the gaps among the central disk E and disks B and D. An interesting feature appears when the light polarization is changed to 45 degree with respect to the x-axis in the xy plane. As can be seen in Fig. 3(c) , the near-field energy is unequally distributed among three gaps of the central disk E and disks B, C and D. While the two gaps among the central disk E and the disks B and D, store equal near-field energy, the gap between central disk E and disk C exhibits a higher amount of localized energy. These selective energy localizations show the advantages of Type III pentamer as compared to the symmetric pentamers [11] , in which the near-field energy can be tuned either along x-or y-direction, selectively. This ability can also be an advantage as compared to the optical trapping of Au nanoparticles within 10 nm interparticle gap of plasmonic dipole antennas [15] , where the electric field can be localized in the nano-gap leading to a field enhancement. However, the structures` polarization sensitivity in this work is theoretically analyzed while it has been shown that nano-particle trapping can be recorded in real time by monitoring the Rayleigh scattering spectra of individual plasmonic antennas [15] . This polarization sensitivity can be applied in non-linear spectroscopy [21] , and optical modulation such as switches [22] . Figure 3 also shows that the tuning of spatial nearfield localization in the asymmetric pentamers can be established without the requirement of co-illumination by two light sources [23] or the adjustment of the phase delay between them [18] . 
Conclusions
In summary, it is investigated that by applying an offset to the central disk in pentamers, new sets of optical characteristics can be observed. It is found that in the asymetric pentamers, an additional FR occurs while the first FR exists. The measured distinct spectral features in highquality fabricated nano-structures at a precisely controlled gap down to 3 nm are in good agreement with the simulation. Furthermore, it is theoretically investigated that once an additional dark mode in the unit cell of the pentamer appears, how the change in far-field forward and backward scattering behavior, atteributes to the second FR emergence. Only changing the polarization orientation of a single light source in the assymetric pentamer has unique potential to tune the localization of the near-field energy at the gaps inside the pentamer selectively and can be used as a versatile tool for optical trapping.
